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2006 Joyce Durham Essay Contest in Women's and Gender Studies
To Abandon Our Culture or Not? 
A Real Look at Indigenous Guatemalans 
ABSTRACT 
A month spent in Guatemala shed light on issues surrounding the rights of the indigenous 
Mayans and the importance of their traditional dress. I combine my experiences and work in the 
field with bibliographic research to convey the extent to which the Mayan population has been 
discriminated against, particularly indigenous women. Historical background focused on the 
progression of discrimination adds to the depth of understanding of race relations in Guatemala. 
However, it is not enough to simply discuss this population's plight. Therefore, I present three 
schools of thought on education as building blocks for implementing a more democratic system, 
and the obstacles that must be overcome. 
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A smiling woman. Rough, 
experienced skin. Eyes filled with 
foreign and enticing life. Spirituality. 
Colorful vegetables. Unique costume. 
Simplicity. At first glance, these 
intriguing thoughts and ideas come to 
mind when examining this post card. It 
hints at the notion of culture, exciting 
something within us, yet revealing 
Picture 1: Postcard of Chlchicastenango. Photo by Marino Cattelan. 
Xibalba Publicaciones, Guatemala. 
nothing more. During my time in Guatemala, I saw many posters with the face of an indigenous 
woman, associating Guatemala with this unknown woman and a word such as beautiful. 
Picture 2: The market in 
Chichicastenango 
The postcard is from Chichicastenango, one of the larger 
cities, known for its expansive market. The women are in front 
of the cathedral, where the produce is sold. I saw this scene with 
my own eyes, the bright colors and the bustle of the market, but 
I also took the picture on the left. 
Stepping one street off of the postcard scene, my eyes 
were met with a crowded market street. Tarps separated one 
family's valuables from another's. I saw families, old parents 
and barefoot children, carrying pounds of those colorful 
vegetables in sacks on their backs. Grandparent aged men weaved 
through the crowds with wooden carriages with the day's supplies in tow, as if they were the 
horse of a carriage. I was begged repeatedly for a ride home from an inebriated man. This is just 
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one of the many inconsistencies of Guatemala. The indigenous population and their culture is 
celebrated for profit and exploited for tourism. Rigoberta Menchu, Nobel peace prize winner and 
Mayan native of Guatemala, explains, "What hurts Indians most is that our costumes are 
considered beautiful, but it's as ifthe person wearing it didn't exist" (Burgos-Debray 1984:204). 
That smiling, colorful woman on the postcard cannot get a job while wearing those clothes, nor 
does she have access to decent quality education. Yet, she can generate profit for her country, the 
same country that discriminates against her. "And I've also felt in the deepest part of me what 
discrimination is, what exploitation is. It is the story of my life," continues Menchu (Burgos-
Debray 1984:133). 
METHODOLOGY 
Guatemala is a broken nation, suffering numerous and complex problems. Oppression of 
the indigenous population is intertwined into all major systems and institutions. The most recent 
issue of discrimination in Guatemala involves sexist ideology and the traditional costume. I will 
explore this issue as means of understanding the complexity of the racist mentality in this nation. 
In doing so, it is important to understand the forces that led this nation to this point. An 
examination of the forms of discrimination during the colonial period and the internal conflict 
will provide clearer insight into the issues of discrimination, and allow for a more informed and 
productive analysis of solutions. Solutions must be proposed as to how this age of discrimination 
can be left behind and how Guatemala can progress into the future, while preserving the dignity 
of each culture and each individual. Here, both bilingual schooling and language schools for 
tourists will be examined as key assets to using education as a tool ofliberation, as well as the 
challenges to be met. 
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The method for acquiring information for this study was a combination of both field and 
bibliographic research. Living in Quetzaltenango, Guatemala for one month with a native family 
gave me incredible access to the indigenous population for interviews, and to observe first hand 
the culture. It is through my time there that the topic of discrimination against indigenous people 
was formed Newspapers I picked up highlighted the latest discrimination case. Conversations 
with teachers and acquaintances revealed discrimination at the top of Guatemala's largest 
problems. Movies I viewed were of massacres of indigenous villages. Books I was referred to 
examined the injustices committed against the indigenous population. Textile production was a 
recmring theme during trips, which all led me to conclude that this is the centerpiece of the 
discussion on discrimination in Guatemala. 
DISCRIMINATION & THE TRADITIONAL DRESS 
The traditional dress is an important aspect of indigenous life. The unique clothing was 
first introduced by the Spanish during the conquest in the lSOO's. They used it as means of 
Picture 3: Two of the few men that wear 
the traditional dress (''Maya Magic and 
Mystery-Past and Presenf'). 
identifying the various groups of the indigenous population. 
Each region's dress consisted of different colors and 
patterns. The traditional dress as means of controlling the 
population was used again in the 1980' s as part of the 
military's tactics during the civil war (O'Kane 1999:13). 
This characteristic is still prevalent today. Ironically, what 
was imposed on this population to take their freedom is now 
the very thing they are fighting for in order to gain their 
freedom. 
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Currently, only a very minute number of regions are found where men still wear the 
traditional dress. There are many speculated reasons for this. One proposal is that the Spanish 
would make the indigenous men wear Western styled clothing while working the fields 
(Dembosky 2005: 11 ). Years later, men in traditional dress began to become discriminated 
against in Spanish industries. In order to avoid further harassment, the men began opting to wear 
Western-styled clothing (Dembosky 2005:11). This is an issue that women are CUlTently facing. 
Now, according to Pascuala Ahul, an indigenous artisan, it is simply too expensive for both men 
and women in the family to wear the traditional dress. 
The dress is very intricate, with many pieces. ''Their dress is like a book ... ," explains 
Vivian Irene Martinez, known to me as Vivi, a language teacher and agricultural engineer at both 
l.C.A. Spanish School and the Rafael Landivar University. 
" ... the patterns and designs tell a story." The tocoyal is a 
woven head covering. The corte is a wrap around skirt. 
According to Te1ma, an indigenous blanket maker from 
the town of Momostenango, cortes cost on average 800 
quetzals, the US equivalent of 100 dollars. The faja is a 
long-woven sash that goes around the waist. One of the 
most important pieces is the perraj, or the shawl. This 
shawl has many uses, including that of a sack to carry 
vegetables and other items long distances. However, the 
huipil is the most significant and intricate piece of the 
Picture 4: A Mayan woman wearing the 
traditional dress ( .. Maya Magic and 
Mystery- Past and Present .. ). 
traditional dress. It is a long, sleeveless tunic. The huipil identifies what village and even to what 
social status within the village the owner belongs (Noble 2004:41). Pascuala explained that there 
are different kinds of huipils. The ceremonial one is the most intricate and important, and 
therefore, also the most expensive. It is uncommon to own many ceremonial huipils because of 
this fact. The one Pascuala showed me had a large two-headed rooster emblazoned across the 
chest, surrounded by other patterns and designs. There are also huipils for everyday use, and 
these are less intricate, generally costing around 400 quetzals, the equivalent of 50 US dollars 
(Telma). 
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In order to fully recognize the importance these pieces have to the indigenous population, 
it is necessary to understand the process of production. On Tuesday, June 7th, 2005, ICA students 
visited the town of Sacribal, just outside the city of Quetzaltenango, to observe processes 
involved in making the traditional clothing, which this town is famous for. Through the middle 
of Sacribal there is a river that flows along the market streets. The women stand on the river 
banks, and stretch out about 60 to 70 meters in length of string. They then wrap more string 
around the elongated string. It is the basic method for tie-dieing clothes, but instead coloring 
only pieces of string. 
We walked across the river, and into an ordinary looking Guatemalan house, in order to 
see the next step of the process. Inside, we found a young man, between 18 and 25 years of age I 
would assume, and a younger boy. There was black dye all over the ground. The older boy was 
wearing waders, and was standing in a large tub filled with the string that the women had 
prepared, and a steaming mixture of black dye and water. He held onto a rail, and rhythmically 
smashed the string into the tub with his feet. He had different patterns, and would occasionally 
flip it over. It reminded me of people smashing grapes for wine. After the string is dyed, it is put 
in buckets of salt and water, which preserve the color. Then, the younger boy would put the 
groups of string onto a wooden apparatus and squeeze the water and excess dye out of the 
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bundle. The work looked exhausting. Vivi explained to us that the work is more than simply 
exhausting, and this is why generally younger men do this work. They are the only ones with the 
strength to stand over steaming tubs of chemicals for eight hours a day. Vivi also noted that most 
of these workers become very skinny and many people form lung complications because of 
breathing in the chemicals for long periods of time. Chemicals are now used in this process 
instead of natural resources because it is cheaper and quicker, making it more practical overall. 
The final house on our tour is where the finished product was made. Upstairs, we found an older 
male working at a loom, at rapid speed. The previously tie-dyed strings are lined up, so their 
white streaks form a pattern. The man stands behind the loom, using every part of his body. His 
feet push pedals down that raise and lower strings, and his hands slide different colored strings 
perpendicular through the stretched strings. The entire apparatus is made from wood and is very 
rudimentary. This work looks exhausting as well, and he does this for eight hours every day. 
The finished product is even more amazing upon examination once the entire process has 
been witnessed. I found a new appreciation for the skirts I saw so many women wear so many 
times before. Suddenly the patterns had a new meaning to me. It was unbelievable to look at 
these intricate patterns and envision how they were formed. I began to find myself understanding 
the centrality of these textiles in the lives of the indigenous population, for the women in 
particular. This is why there is such controversy over it being used to continue to discriminate 
against the women. 
Sandra Bartky, in the book Femininity and Domination, discusses the notions of female 
domination through dress. She claims that the social construction of the feminine body is simply 
for purposes of discipline and oppression (1990:76). Taken from Foucault's work on docile 
bodies created by the dictation of what a person must wear, Bartky expands to include the unique 
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and more specific issues of controlling not simply the body, but a female body in particular 
(Bartley 1990:65). Bartley's work and viewpoints lay a foundation for examining the indigenous 
female's situation in modem day Guatemala. Just as the men did so many years ago, the women 
now face decisions such as whether to leave their traditional dress behind, or wear it and bear the 
harassment. Unfortunately, many women choose to abandon the tradition. Menchu 
acknowledges this fact in saying, "The important thing to remember is that in the East there are 
no Indians now. The Indians there have forgotten their costumes, their languages" (Burgos-
Debray 1984: 169). Vivi explained that it is not uncommon for indigenous women to no longer 
wear the traditional dress. The majority of these women go into the cities for work, and most 
commonly fmd work as a maid or a prostitute. The Human Rights Watch explains that women 
working in private households are constantly discriminated against (Noble 2004:39). Indigenous 
women face an additional level of discrimination based on their dress. In these two jobs, it is 
easier for the women to wear "regular" or western-styled clothing. Menchu worked as a maid in 
the capital, Guatemala City, and made distinct observations of the easier life experience without 
traditional clothing. She saw the dog get better food than she did, and her bed was much worse 
than the other maids because they word ladino, which currently refers to any Guatemalan that 
rejects Indian values of Mayan origin (Burgos-Debray 1984:249), clothes and could speak 
Spanish (Burgos-Debray 1984:92). "The transition is sad and also bad because the women lose 
their identity" (Martinez). Susan Faludi, author of Backlash: The Undeclared War Against 
American Women, recoguizes the importance ofa female's dress through the history of women's 
fashion, which draws a plethora of connections to our discussion. Reiterating Vivi's sentiments, 
Faludi touches on an important concept in recognizing that when women decide to change their 
clothing, it is often linked with an identity crisis (1992: 173). 
It is also common to see women in the traditional dress, but their children in western 
clothing. One reason for this phenomenon is because it is less expensive (Martinez). However, 
educational institutions are also a key player in this difference. It is harder to get school-age 
children to wear the traditional dress because many schools require uniforms, and will not make 
exceptions for the traditional dress (Dembosky 2005: 12). However, Vivi reassures that there are 
increasingly more cases emerging against such policies. 
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So what then, if any, are the consequences of abandoning the traditional dress? In the 
cities, and modern sphere of Guatemala, the general public accepts women of indigenous 
background that do not wear the traditional dress. In fact, the institutions prefer it. However, this 
does not mean that they are considered eqnal to those of non-indigenous descent. The 
consequences are not the same in the indigenous community. Menchu was told that an Indian 
woman is only respected in full traditional dress by her mother (Burgos-Debray 1984:210). Her 
mother also emphasized not cutting her hair or changing her dress, in order to be respected 
(Burgos-Debray 1984:211). When asked their opinions on the abandonment of the traditional 
dress, Pascuala stated that she simply wouldn't be able to not wear the traditional dress, and 
Telma agreed that it was wrong to abandon the dress. She mentioned that it is traditional for her 
daughters to wear her old clothes. 
So what do the women that choose not to abandon the traditional dress face in the modem 
world? They experience discrimination. Maria Olimpia L6pez was denied entry into a salsa club, 
La Fratta, in the city of Quetzaltenango. When she filed charges, the club owner publicly 
attacked her character. Two years later, there is still no resolution to this case (Dembsoky 
2005: 11-12). In another case, in 2002 Irman Alicia Velasquez Nimaluj, was not allowed into El 
Tarro Dorado, a restaurant in the capital. She has a doctorate in Anthropology, and is an activist 
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in a group that defends rural indigenous rights. However, the owner of the establishment only 
saw her traditional dress and indigenous descent. Nimaluj highlights a remarkable point in saying 
that the only reason she knew to take action in this case is because she is educated (Dembosky 
2005:11). 
The professional world also presents its own set of challenges. Nursing is a common field 
in which women are denied access because of their dress (Dembosky 2005: 11 ). But it does not 
stop there. Lina Barrios, an anthropology professor at Rafael Landivar University in 
Quetzaltenango, was forced to abandon her traditional dress if she wanted the position of 
professor. She needed the money, and therefore eventually complied (Dembosky 2005: 11 ). This 
is an unfortunate event, because although women can rebel in significant ways, in the words of 
Bartky, as soon as they ''pick up the tweezers," or conform, the meaning and progress of all is 
weakened (Bartky 1990:81). Dembosky also recognizes the collective impact of discrimination 
in saying, "When people deny access or opportunity to a woman because of how she is dressed, 
it is not a judgment of taste, but rather, a slight that cuts right to the ontology of the individual 
and the collective identity of her people," (2005:11). 
However, when speaking with Telma and Pascuala, two women who still wear the 
traditional dress, their stories were not similar to those that I had read about. Both explained that 
they had never personally felt subject to discrimination. Upon further examination, a major 
possibility arose explaining this inconsistency. Telma and Pascuala have lived in their 
indigenous villages all their lives. In a community of equals, there are doubtful possibilities of 
discrimination. Furthermore, much of the hostility against women wearing the traditional dress 
generally stems from the lack of acceptance of the women obtaining jobs and breaking the 
"domestic wife" mold (Dembosky 2005:11). Pascuala reinforces this idea when saying that 
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although she has not personally been discriminated against, she knows of the discrimination, "in 
buildings in the capital and in government" (Ahul). Association between discrimination and 
government is a common idea amongst the indigenous population. Rigoberta Menchu 
remembers, "What they told us was that Congress wasn't a building for Indians, and that Indians 
had no right to enter Congress. It was a respectable building ... " (Burgos-Debray 1984:197-198). 
Here Pascuala identifies a key issue in understanding cultural and gender discrimination in 
Guatemala: if women continue to play the roles they are being told to play, they will not face 
opposition. The women, who keep to their indigenous village and keep silent, don't experience 
it. Perhaps these women have no desire to break the mold, or, as Bartky suggests, women may be 
policing themselves. It is likely that women understand the negative consequences of challenging 
the status quo, and they have learned to become obedient to it (1990:79). It appears to be only 
when women attempt to break the mold that they are exposed to discrimination. Bartky explains 
that these women are posing a threat to the systems we have created; thereby causing an 
uncomfortable feeling within us that leads to resentment and discrimination of the cause of the 
uncomfortable feelings. In this case, that source is the women that refuse to conform their dress 
(Bartky 1990:78). 
In order to protect the indigenous culture, the first major step is getting people to see it 
and appreciate it. Until then, outsiders will only see it as something to be thrown away, 
something unimportant, or merely a curiosity. However, before we throw impractical solutions 
as this problem, such as telling the women to refuse to wear their dress, an understanding the 
history of injustices committed against the indigenous population is necessary. By understanding 
how Guatemala has gotten to this point of embedded inequality of the indigenous population, we 
are able to more clearly see how Guatemala can move on from this point. 
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IDS TORY 
Here we will examine two broad categories of crucial Guatemalan history: (1) Spanish 
rule and (2) the internal conflict. By examining these two periods, the reader will be able to 
recognize how two separate worlds have evolved within Guatemala's population. The history is 
littered with corruption and injustice. Understanding these historical forces sheds light on the 
issues of indigenous women and the issues they face for wearing the traditional dress. In 
addition, it paints a clearer picture of the situation of the indigenous population in Guatemala. 
SPANISH ORDER 
The history of discrimination in Guatemala began with the Spanish conquest which 
occurred in 1524 (O'Kane 1999:7). Rigoberta Menchu solidifies this point in saying, "My 
grandfather used to curse the Spaniards. The Spaniards were at the root of our plight" (Burgos-
Debray 1984: 189). The Quiche Indians were the most powerful when the Spanish arrived 
(O'Kane 1999:7). Unbeknownst to many, the Mayan Indians fought very hard to protect 
themselves from the Spanish (O'Kane 1999:10). The Spanish also brought the catholic religion 
with them, and ifthe Mayans did not accept these beliefs, they were killed (De Leon). Pedro de 
Alvarado, one of Hernan Cortes' lieutenants (Noble 2004:24), wrote Hernan during the conquest, 
"As I know of them to have evil will toward the service of its majesty, I burned them and sent to 
bum the city to the foundation" (Center of Regional Investigations ofMeso-America 2004:4). 
The Spanish made all male Indians between the age of 18 and 50 pay a tax two times each year 
(O'Kane 1999:12). They also instituted what was called repartimiento, a distribution ofland to 
the Spanish, forcing the indigenous people to work the transferred land (O'Kane 1999:12). 
In 1821 Central America claimed its independence from Spain (O'Kane 1999:91). 
However, it only benefited the Criollos, Spanish descendents born in Guatemala, and Ladinos 
(O'Kane 1999:14). The independence did not benefit the indigenous because their land was 
simply taken from them and they were forced to work the plantations (Noble 2004:26). It was 
this colonial period that made two worlds within Guatemala: (1) an oppressed world filled of 
discrimination and labor for the indigenous population and (2) a wealthy world for those of 
Spanish descent (O'Kane 1999:64). 
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From Guatemala's earliest history, it has been a very ethnically diverse nation. There are 
many prevalent ethnic categories identifiable, although today there are only two major ethnic 
categories. However, in all reality, there are far more than simply two ethnicities that make up 
the entire modern population of Guatemalans. The first historic ethnic category was most 
obviously the Mayan Indians, the first inhabitants of the land that is now the country of 
Guatemala. However, upon the arrival of the Spanish, they were collectively deemed 
"indigenous". A second ethnic category was the Castas. This group was made up of a mixture of 
Spanish, black and indigenous blood. It is this group that later became known as Ladinos (Center 
of Regional Investigations ofMeso-America 2004:4). Although there are many poor Ladinos, it 
is still considered a higher social status than being indigenous (Burgos-Debray 1984: 167). 
Originally the Ladinos worked for the Criollos, but the ladinos began gaining power in 1871 
(O'Kane 1999:64). However, the term Criollo is no longer used, and this class is simply 
combined with the Ladino class (Center of Regional Investigations ofMeso-America 2004:6). 
During the census of 1880, the government officially classified citizens as either indigenous or 
Ladino. The census was yet another form of institutionalized discrimination. By grouping all 
native Indians together, the various histories and identities of an incredibly diverse population 
become hidden (Center of Regional Investigations ofMeso-America 2004:6). It is this grouping 
of Ladinos and all categories of Mayans, collectively referred to as indigenous, that are currently 
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the dominant etlmic categories, and tension between these is at the root of most problems within 
Guatemala. 
Coffee farming came in the 1870's, and more natives were displaced in order to form 
coffee plantations. In 1871 the state modernized, but land continued to be given to the Spanish. 
This forced the indigenous into a migrant worker population (O'Kane 1999:14-15). In coffee 
growing areas, anyone living on land up to 1400 meters in altitude was forced to leave their land, 
and anyone living above that altitude was forced to work on thesefincas, or coffee farms (Noble 
2004:26). 
Not long after coffee's boom, inevitably the landowners and political officials became 
corruptly linked. Landowners were soon threatening workers with loss of employment if they did 
not vote for a particular politician (Burgos-Debray 1984: 157). It became yet another oppressive 
institutional presence in the lives of the indigenous population. For example, the Guatemalan 
Forestry Commission (INAFOR), divided land belonging to the indigenous villages into plots for 
them. However, they were not allowed to cut down trees unless they paid the commission money 
that they did not have, or else they were penalized with jail time. "There were banana trees to 
shade the coffee but the landowner didn't let us pick the bananas because they were for shade. 
The bananas rotted on their stalks while we were all hungry but couldn't pick them" (Burgos-
Debray 1984: 150). This policy also was designed in order to cause a divide amongst the 
indigenous population. Land was divided in a way as to separate communities, in order to break 
apart their communal lifestyle and thus make their oppression an even simpler task (Burgos-
Debray 1984:158). 
At this point, the discrimination was irreversible. It continued to become more and more 
institutionalized. In the minds of those with power, to be considered a true citizen, you had to be 
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Ladino (Center of Regional Investigations ofMeso-America 2004:10). Rigoberta Menchu 
explains that, "It's a big barrier they've sown between us, between Indians and Ladino. I didn't 
understand it" (Burgos-Debray 1984: 119). A major player in establish this barrier was the 
government. For some time, the Guatemalan government wanted to convert the indigenous 
population to more modern ways. The natives were forced to speak Spanish, and wear western 
clothing (Center of Regional Investigations ofMeso-America 2004:10). For a long time, the 
government only gave citizen's rights to men that owned property and could read or write. 
Illiterate and poor women have even fewer rights, and the majority of this category is indigenous 
women (Center of Regional Investigations ofMeso-America 2004:7). After president Arbenz, 
literacy was a voting requirement. This left out approximately 75% of the population (Noble 
2004:28). In 1945 women won the right to vote, but that right came and went along with new 
presidents (O'Kane 1999:53). 
It is clear that important institutions of Guatemala created a system in which the Mayan 
Indians would forever be unequal. However, this notion was imbedded in these institutions along 
with the arrival of the Spanish. A world was created that allowed an elite ruling class to form, 
and forced the Indians to remain outside of that class. Unfortunately, due to the extensive history 
of oppression, attempts to reverse the effects: raising the indigenous population out of the lower 
rankings and eliminating the deeply integrated notions of discrimination, are extremely 
challenging. However, this was only the first half of the history of discrimination. 
INTERNAL CONFLICT 
Much of current Guatemala has been heavily influenced by the 36 year-long civil war 
within the country. This period of time has reinforced the divide between indigenous andLadino, 
and not only continued the discriminatory practices against the indigenous population, but 
heightened the severity of cases. The system set up by the Spanish provided the slippery slope 
that allowed military rule to tum into a mask of blatant discrimination and an attempt of 
genocide. 
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The second major phase of discrimination against the indigenous population, military 
rule, began in 1954, after President Arbenz left office (Noble 28). Arbenz resigned from office 
because of political pressure to do so, largely stemming from the United States and the 
Guatemalan military (O'Kane 1999:21). The United States' anti-communism policies played a 
major role in Guatemala's transition into military rule. It was this atmosphere that began a reign 
of terror in Guatemala that would last 36 years. Once Arbenz resigned, the US Embassy chose 
Colonel Carlos Castillo Armas as his replacement (O'Kane 1999:21). As reward to the 
Guatemalan military for pressuring and betraying Arbenz, the Guatemalan military received aid 
from the United States, in the form of napalm and weapons technology (O'Kane 1999:25). In 
addition to material assistance, the CIA and the US Embassy helped to disband unions and 
workers organizations - a severe setback to the indigenous population. In 1966 thousands were 
murdered by US-inspired counterinsurgency campaigns and right-wing death squads (O'Kane 
1999:92). They also made use of Civil Defense Patrol (PAC's), which were groups of indigenous 
men that were forced to carry out the most heinous crimes (Noble 2004:28). Men between the 
ages of 16 and 20 were forced to serve on these patrols. These practices aimed for easier control 
of the population (O'Kane 1999:25), but, this also disrupted the social order in many rural areas 
(O'Kane 1999:29). 
From 1962 until 1970 the Eastern section of Guatemala suffered the worst. The main 
victims were campesinos, farm workers in a Latin-American country, students and guerilla 
sympathizers. The next seven years found more selective and diverse military operations, with 
the majority of victims being community leaders, catechists and again, students. In 1978, the 
year in which Lucas Garcia came into power, the most violent period of the internal conflict 
began. The victims for the next seven years were primarily Mayan Indians (Historical 
Clarification Commission 1999:22-23). The primary region afflicted was the department of El 
Quiche, a predominantly Mayan region (Burgos-Debray 1984: 161 ). Appendix A graphically 
highlights this phenomenon by illustrating the number of massacres committed in each 
department of the country. 
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Lastly, the 1980's found the invasion of all institutions and political spaces by the 
military (Historical Clarification Commission 1999:24-25). According to Meme de Leon, a 
language teacher at ICA, the violence continued to heighten during President Rios Monti's term, 
between January of 1981 and September of 1982. His regime is responsible for 15,000 civilian 
deaths, and led to a total of 100,000 refugees (Noble 2004:28). He also ordered the massacre of 
80 villages (De Leon). 
At this point, the citizens of Guatemala had been organizing for some time. Marco 
Antonio Yon Sosa, aged 22, and Luis Turcios Lima, aged 19, are attributed with founding the 
guerilla movement (O'Kane 1999:23). In February of 1982, the four major rebel groups came 
together and formed the Guatemalan National Revolutionary Unit (URNG) (Noble 2004:28). 
These four groups were: the Guerilla Army of the Poor (GAP), the Organization of the People in 
Arms (OPA), the Rebel Armed Forces (RAF), and the Guatemalan Workers Party (Burgos-
Debray 1984:164). Between 1981and1983 the Army identified groups of the Mayan community 
as the internal enemy because they considered them the help of the guerillas (Historical 
Clarification Commission 1999:40). Monti's primary goal was to stop the guerillas. Meme 
explained that Rios sought to exterminate the entire indigenous population. His philosophy was 
that if fish have water, then they will survive, but if you take the water away, the fish will die. 
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The fish in this analogy are the guerillas, and the indigenous population is the water, because 
they often fed the guerillas living in the mountains. However, more often than not the indigenous 
were forced by fear induced by the guerillas to support them with food. With this philosophy, 
Montt was able to justify the massacres of the indigenous population (De Leon). This philosophy 
is commonly referred to as the "scorched earth policy" because of the burnings and massacres of 
the indigenous villages (O'Kane 1999:26-27). Guatemalans referred to the policy as la escoba, 
meaning the broom, to illustrate the way the terror swept across the nation (Noble 2004:28). 
The National Court for Human Rights charged Montt for genocide (De Leon). Vivi 
recalls her memories of Rios Montt: "I hate the voice of Rios Montt. I remember hearing his 
voice as a child ... " She then proceeded to make a face of disgust at the sheer memory of this 
terrible President (Martinez). Beginning in 1986, until the end of the internal conflict, the 
violence was more selective. The ethnic gap between victims was decreasing. The chart found in 
Appendix B illustrates the number of human rights violations committed against particular ethnic 
groups according to the year. This allows the reader to visually track not only the rise and fall of 
violence over the course of the civil war, but also which groups were most affected when. 
Eventually, the conflict found its end through the establishment of the 1996 Peace Accords 
(Historical Clarification Commission 1999: 15). 
It is important to note that women had a particularly unique experience throughout the 
civil war. 23,671 women died in actual clashes in fighting, while 6,159 women disappeared 
(Historical Clarification Commission 1999: 17). Some women were targeted as victims because 
of their political participation and ideals, while the rest remain victims ofrandom violent acts 
and massacres of villages (Historical Clarification Commission 1999:23). Sexual abuse was 
common in order to destroy the dignity of the person (Historical Clarification Commission 
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1999:36). Menchu had four friends who were raped. Two became pregnant, but all became sick 
because of the rape from the soldiers. The girls could no longer walk well, their stomachs hurt all 
the time, they were depressed, and one of the girls had an abortion (Burgos-Debray 1984: 142-
143). Menchu recalls of another friend, "It was a miracle they didn't rape her, because when 
soldiers come to our area they usually catch girls and rape them - they don't care who they are or 
where they're from" (Burgos-Debray 1984:137). Women were constantly at the mercy of their 
master's and the army's sexual desires. Another acquaintance ofMenchu's, Petrona Chona, 
refused sex with her landowner's son. Because ofthis, his bodyguard was sent to her house, 
where he murdered Chona by cutting here into 25 different pieces with a machete (Burgos-
Debray 1984:151). To continue the ludicrousness of the situation, Guatemalan law states that a 
body cannot be moved until the authorities had arrived. If you do not obey this law, you are 
liable to be blamed for the crime. However, because Petrona was indigenous, the authorities 
never came (Burgos-Debray 1984:150-152). 
It is evident that the indigenous people were the main target of this internal conflict. In 
total, 626 Mayan massacres were registered by the Comision para Esclarecimineto Historico 
(CEH), or the Historical Clarification Commission, which is a United Nations-sponsored truth 
commission mandated by the Peace Accords (Historical Clarification Commission 1999:35). 
Amnesty International estimates that 50,000 to 60,000 people were killed during the political 
violence in the 1970's alone (Noble 2004:28). Not only were the indigenous populations subject 
to unjust violence; they were also subject to militarization. This militarization of their 
communities severely affected their community structure, and their ceremonies and rituals - the 
core of their culture (Historical Clarification Commission 1999:30). 
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Through examination of the grossly unjust history, the notion of institutionalized and 
systematic racism becomes fully apparent. Upon the arrival of the Spanish, the Mayan Indians 
were forced into a lifetime of oppression. A system was established with two distinct worlds, "It 
has been said that Guatemala has no middle class, that it just has a ruling class and an exploited 
class" (Noble 2004:32). The corruption and unjust actions supported by the gove=ent and 
ruling class serves as quicksand for the indigenous population, the more they struggle for 
equality, the farther down they sink. The history also provides greater understanding of issues 
previously addressed. For example, knowledge of the oppressive uses of the traditional dress 
adds a new dimension to current discussions regarding the dress and the discrimination they 
experience for choosing to wear it. Only now can the irony and raw emotional response to the 
women's situations be derived. Without the historical background, it is impossible to fully 
understand and appreciate the situation of the indigenous population. The history is a true 
testament to their strength and endurance. They have been able to withstand domination by the 
Spanish, national assimilation efforts, and government-sponsored genocide attempts. It is clear 
that without knowledge of where this population has been, we cannot see the depth of their 
current struggles, nor do we feel compelled to concern ourselves with where this population will 
go without further attention, and where it should go. With this information, it is now possible to 
draw on these connections and conclusions that will assist in implementing education as a 
solution. 
EDUCATION 
It is easy to identify and discuss issues of discrimination in Guatemala. Many people, 
including myself, have performed this task before, and undoubtedly the information is useful. 
Each new piece of literature sheds more light on a situation that needs more attention. However, 
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if regurgitation of facts and statistics is all that occurs, nothing will ever be accomplished. 
Examining new solutions to old problems is necessary, and these solutions must be feasible. Just 
as the topic of discrimination against indigenous women became prevalent to me, so did the topic 
of education as the means of fighting it. 
Vivi believes that education is the key to alleviating and solving many of Guatemala's 
problems. I agree that education is a necessary component of alleviating many problems we as 
humans face, but it is more than discussing public school reform or the benefits of a private 
education. Levels of education are indicators for numerous circumstances. It becomes clear then, 
that education should be where we look to rid Guatemala of its racist mentality. However, what 
is needed is a careful examination of not only the possibilities education offers, but the 
challenges of education as well. Therefore, we will examine phenomena linked to education, the 
problems ofGuaternalan's education system, and progressive schools of thought on education. 
LITERACY RATES 
Literacy rates are one indicator of educational success, or failure, for a nation. The United 
Nations has established indicators in determining the progress in their Millennium Goals. One 
indicator used is the literacy rates of those between the ages of 15 and 24. According to the 2005 
United Nations Millennium Goals Report, 80% of Guatemalan men and women are literate. 
Looking at literacy rates along gender lines, 86.2% of Guatemalan men are literate, while only 
73.8% of Guatemalan women are literate (United Nations 2005:10). Looking at women 
statistically, only 28% of Mayan women are literate, while 75% ofLadina women are literate 
(O'Kane 1999:52). Further information reveals discrepancies in education between indigenous 
and non-indigenous populations. Eight out of every ten non-indigenous Guatemalans over the 
age of 15 can read and write, compared to only five out of every ten indigenous Guatemalans of 
the same age (Center of Regional Investigations ofMeso-America 2004:3). At a quick glance, 
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these statistics reveal that women are less educated than men, the indigenous population is less 
educated than the non-indigenous population, and finally, indigenous women are in the worst 
situations. When I asked the student coordinator at ICA Spanish School for guidance on whom to 
interview, she directed me to Telma, and informed that although she cannot read or write, she 
still is very knowledgeable. When I spoke with Telma, I was attempting to imagine what life is 
like not being able to read. Listening to her speak made me realize even more their unfortunate 
circumstance, because I realized the woman sitting before me had every capacity to accomplish 
great things, but no opportunity to foster her abilities. This is an unfortunate fact, because 
According to Paulo Freire, in Pedagogy of the Oppressed, learning to read is what opens 
people's eyes (1970:14). 
POVERTY 
Poverty is also linked to education levels. Specifically within Guatemala, poverty is also 
closely linked with rural residency. 81 % of the poor in Guatemala live in rural areas. It is typical 
to hear phrases such as "The indigenous are poor," or "Poverty is only of the indigenous" 
(Center of Regional Investigations ofMeso-America 2004:12). Unfortunately, this is often a 
correct correlation. Seven out of every ten poor Guatemalans are indigenous (Center of Regional 
Investigations ofMeso-America 2004:3). The indigenous population is concentrated in large 
numbers in rural areas, but rural areas have the least resources. Education is one of those 
resources lacking in rural areas. Anna Maria Yax Orantes explained that the majority of the 
people she works with only have a primary school education. As a social worker, she assists 
people in job placement. It is therefore not a coincidence that the majority, 70%, of Anna's 
clients are indigenous persons living in rural areas (Orantes). Currently, the lowest levels of 
school attendance are found among indigenous peoples and minority groups (United Nations 
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2005:12). These facts clearly indicate the oppressive relationship between a lack of resources in 
rural areas and the domination of indigenous populations in rural areas. 
LIBERATION 
It is also important to acknowledge the link between education and liberation. Those that 
are educated become aware of their self and begin to acknowledge and examine their social 
situation, leading to actions that improve that situation (Freire 1970:9). Here a connection can be 
drawn to C. Wright Mills' work with the sociological imagination, our ability to identify and 
comprehend the interplay of history and biography. Ifwe use Mills' interpretation that we are 
agents of change to the world, combined with Freire's belief that education enables us to 
recognize the role we have in our world (Freire 1970:12-13), than it can be said that education is 
what develops the sociological imagination within human beings and spurs an enhanced society. 
"Education gives people choices regarding the kind of lives they wish to lead. It enables 
them to express themselves with confidence in their personal relationships, in the community and 
at work," explains the 2004 United Nations Millennium Goals Report. The UN also recognizes 
the importance education plays in liberating women. "Education, especially for girls, has social 
and economic benefits for society as a whole". The report highlights that the children of educated 
mothers are more than two times more likely to attend school than children of mothers lacking 
formal education. "All of these benefits are key to breaking the cycle of poverty" (United 
Nations 2005:10-12). An understanding of these truths enable a closer examination of the role 
education can take in addressing these issues. 
EDUCATION DEFICITS 
Guatemala has a long road ahead of itself before it is able to implement education that 
leads to such an enlightened population. Orantes believes that Guatemala's biggest problem is 
education. Robin Hirtle, a student at Chaminade - Julienne Catholic High School in Dayton, OH, 
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recently visited Guatemala. Part of her mission work was with the Francisco Coll Elementary 
School. It was here that she discovered the school was located directly near a garbage dump, 
which led to terrible smells for the children on their way to school. In addition, classrooms were 
no bigger than the size of a walk in closet. Delving deeper into the situation, Hirtle discovered 
larger, institutional problems of education. Primary education lasts for six years, and secondary 
school begins around the age of 13. This consists of two, three-year cycles (Noble 2004:40). 
Hirtle saw 16 year old boys still attempting to finish the 6th grade. According to United Nations 
figures from 2002, only 50% of children reach grade five (Noble 2004:40). If students do finish 
the 6th grade and become eligible for high school, they must ride a bus the long distance to the 
nearest high school. Moreover, the bus system is not reliable, and it is not uncommon for 
children to miss school because of an absent bus (Hirtle 2005). With only 23% of children 
between the ages of 13 and 18 enrolled in secondary schools, easily avoidable obstacles such as 
bus scheduling becomes an even bigger barrier to the ability of the indigenous population to rise 
above their circumstances (Noble 2004:40). The United Nations recognizes enrollment in 
schools as only half the battle, and therefore include measures to prevent obstacles to finishing 
school as part of its second millennium goal, achieving universal primary education (United 
Nations 2005: 12). 
Similar to Hirtle, my time in Guatemala revealed both the importance of education, and 
the obstacles Guatemala faces in using education as a tool for change. Miguel Angel Villigran 
Torres, a language teacher at ICA Spanish School, informed me that a common problem which 
indigenous families face when educating their children is the family economy. Many indigenous 
families need the children to be working as well. Thefincas are a major source of employment 
for the indigenous peoples. Miguel explained that because the children must travel to thefincas, 
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in order to work and assist their parents, they are not attending classes during that time. It is well 
known that Mayan children of migrant workers are the least likely to attend school (Noble 2004: 
40). Visiting with Luis and Telma in Momostenango reiterated this circumstance to me. Their 
children work making blankets and rugs with the rest of the family for half of the day, and attend 
school for the other half. I watched the daughter work on a 
wooden contraption, spinning the finished yarn around the 
outside of the vertical wooden posts in order to form a 
loop of yam, ready for coloring. Both of the sons worked 
on looms. The eldest soon worked on a smaller loom 
making rugs because the designs are far more intricate 
than the blankets. When visiting the primary school in 
Cabrican, expressed later in more detail, the impact of 
children missing school was evident. As we were walking 
Picture S: Luis demonstrates how 
wool is formed into yarn. The eldest 
son is seen in the background working 
at the loom. 
through the village, we came across a field with two boys, ages 8 and 9, tending to animals. 
Enrique, director oflCA Spanish School, told us that although it appears cruel to us to make 
these young children work all day; they really do enjoy it and know nothing else. "They get to 
play outside all day and climb trees," explained Enrique. It was good to hear that the children 
enjoyed the situation, but it was still upsetting because they are lacking formal education. 
The traditional dress does not only pose a threat to the adult working population, but also 
to the education of younger indigenous children. A major stumbling block to education for the 
indigenous population that Vivi explained is that many schools require uniforms and do not 
allow students to wear their traditional dress. Again, a decision must be made. Does a parent 
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allow his child to conform, abandon the traditional dress in the name of education and 
opportunity, or does the parent refuse to force their child to abandon their own culture? 
SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT 
Bilingual Schooling. In my fmal 
weekend with ICA Spanish School, that I 
discovered a way in which families would 
not have to answer that question. We 
journeyed to the bilingual, Mam-Spanish 
primary school of the village of Buena Vista, 
Picture 6: ICA students play games with the children at Los Corrales, Cabrican, Quetzaltenango 
the bilingual school in Cabrican. 
(ICA Spanish School). The school was a one 
level building, with a large basketball court out front, which doubled as a soccer field. To the 
right of the school was a plot of land set aside for a vegetable garden, followed by short one-
level houses, as if on school property. The children were running in and out of classrooms and 
playing and screaming. There was no apparent organization. As we entered school grounds, the 
children were running around and greeting us with high-fives. 
The reason why ICA Spanish School is so important to them is because of the role the 
school played in shaping the bilingual school. Originally, the children of the village had no 
resource for formal education. The year 1985 saw the establishment of this revolutionary school. 
This school was founded to be a bilingual school, the first of its kind. It offers instruction in the 
villages' original language, Mam, one of Guatemala's official Mayan languages, spoken by over 
670,000 people, and also in Spanish (ICA Spanish School). This approach is significant because 
currently in Guatemala, knowledge of and the ability to speak the Spanish language is necessary 
for success (Noble 40). "They've always said, poor Indians, they can't speak, so many speak for 
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them. That's why I decided to learn Spanish," explains Menchu (Burgos-Debray 1984:157). 
Initially, the government viewed this project and those working on it as subversive. 
Although the government was reluctant to support this, at the time, strange idea of a school, 
slowly the government began joining in the vision. Currently, the government supports the 
school fmancially, including payment of the faculty. This is a major gain for not only the village, 
but also signifies a broader hope for all oppressed Mayans. ICA Spanish School now donates 
scholarships. A certain amount of money is allotted to the school, and allows their own staff to 
choose who the recipients shall be. Although the number of recipients is small, the scholarship 
gives the students an otherwise non-existent opportunity to continue their studies. An ICAmigos 
volunteer, Martin, from Holland, commented on the chaos that I first observed, "It's a little 
disorganized. They would learn more with more discipline." Based on my observations, I had to 
agree. He then proceeded to tell 
me that first graders range in 
age from six to ten years old. 
These facts make me question 
the effectiveness of the school. 
However, after two days there, I 
cannot doubt the value it has to 
the town. It provides some 
Picture 7: Sebastian, an ICA student, entertains school children during 
a power outage. 
central aspect to the daily life of the village, bringing them together. Admittedly, the level of 
education is not as advanced as would be desirable for full insertion in Guatemalan culture, but 
we must bear in mind that this school is operating to their full capacity. It is this school that 
eliminates that difficult question: "To abandon our culture or not?" 
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Our final stop in Cabrican, visiting a family from the village, found us speaking with a 
recipient of the ICA scholarship. He has graduated from a local university, and is now certified 
as a physical education teacher, using his skills to benefit his own community. We were there to 
speak with the son about his educational opportunities. Standing in the middle of their house, the 
son gave his story of the ways in which ICA helped him immensely. He sincerely thanked 
Enrique, the director, and the two teachers that were with us. 
Reflecting upon all these experiences, it seems that the educational system itself does not 
respect the indigenous culture. In an interview with April Dembosky, a freelance journalist and 
writer that spent 6 months living and working in Central America, Ortiz stated, "The Guatemalan 
state has no method of cultural preservation" (Dembosky 2005: 12). He fears a loss of Mayan 
culture, and wants educational reform to prevent this from continuing (Dembosky 2005: 12). 
Ortiz acknowledges the same principal Freire acknowledged years ago, that it is all to easy for 
education to become linked to cultural invasion, and when a particular group's views are 
imposed on another group through a system such as education, the culture of the repressed group 
is lost (Freire 1970:150). Each aspect appears to be organized in a manner that is not conducive 
for the indigenous population to become educated. There are intentional, deeply-rooted policies 
in place to ensure the heightened difficulty of rising above their current situation. What is worse 
is that these policies span a variety of institutions and arenas oflife; they are not focused simply 
in the area of education policy. 
Through all this new knowledge of fundamental educational problems, I had one 
lingering question. Rigoberta Menchu's story suggests a sense of reluctance of the indigenous 
population to participate in the education system, so one needs to ask if they are complicit in 
their own oppression. It used to be believed that if their children were sent to school, they would 
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be brainwashed (Burgos-Debray 1984:190). "For the Indian, it is better not to study than to 
become like ladinos," (Burgos-Debray 1984:205). While this is understandable, it still presents a 
barrier to the solution of discrimination. The desire of the people to preserve their culture does 
present some problems for Guatemala as a whole. (1) It is difficult to have an entirely 
representative government, and (2) education becomes far more difficult (Martinez). "It has to be 
bilingual, and that is more expensive," explained Vivi. There is a large majority that wants to 
preserve their culture, "but with equality, rights and opportunities" (Martinez). 
Reflecting on discussions I have had with various people led me to truly understand and 
believe what Vivi had said. Although the preservation of the Mayan culture presents an added 
challenge to implementing a democratic education system in Guatemala, that should not by any 
means defer attempts to create a better system. Most importantly, unlike my reading ofMenchu's 
story, the indigenous population does want their children enrolled in schools. The expression on 
both Pascuala's and Telma's face when discussing their children's schooling were those of pride 
and hope. Luis and Telma's eldest son is currently in medical school. The mother of the ICA 
scholarship recipient was also eager to share with us her son's accomplishments of earning a 
degree. It quickly became apparent to me that these families do want more for their children, 
simply in a way that respects their culture. 
Guatemalan education for too long has been means for continuation of an oppressed 
indigenous population. It is now time to make education an instrument ofliberation for the 
indigenous Guatemalan peoples. In "The Freedom to Learn," W.E.B. Du Bois explained, 
And whatever we may think of the curtailment of other civil rights, we should fight to the last 
ditch to keep open the right to learn, the right to have examined in our schools not only what we do not 
believe; not only what our leaders say, but what the leaders of other groups and nations, and the leaders of 
other centuries have said. We must insist upon this to give our children the fairness of a start which will 
equip them with such an array of facts and such an attitude toward truth that they can have a real chance 
to judge what the world is and what its greater minds have thought it might be (Darling-Hammond 
1997:1). 
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"But we have to erase the barriers which exist between ethnic groups, between Indians 
and Ladinos, between men and women, between intellectuals and non-intellectuals, and between 
all the linguistic areas," challenges Menchu (Burgos-Debray 1984:223). Based on my 
observations at the bilingual school in Cabrican, it is my belief that implementing similar tactics 
in all primary schools serving an indigenous population is a major first step towards erasing 
those barriers. "Guatemalans should worry about knowing their people ... in their dignity, their 
culture, their values and rights," explained 
Roberto Gutierrez, recognized as the 204 
Noble Citizen (Center of Regional 
Investigations ofMeso-America 2004:11). 
Language Schools. Schools like ICA 
Spanish School, which international travelers 
Picture 8: ICA students participate in a cultural activity. 
An indigenous woman taught how to make tortillas, an 
important aspect of Guatemalan culture. attend in masses each summer, are working 
Picture 9: ICA students eat lunch in the 
home of an indigenous family. 
towards accomplishing Roberto Gutierrez's challenge. ICA 
Spanish School, and all language schools in Guatemala, 
prove that a mix of basic academics with cultural lessons 
result in the emergence of a more enlightened self. Only 
after I was shown the culture of the indigenous people and 
invited to participate in it, was I able to more clearly 
understand their struggles and appreciate them fully. 
Dembosky agrees that the cultural activities in 
Spanish Language schools offer a hopeful future for 
Guatemala (2005:12). One interesting observation she has made is that this form of tourism 
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generally includes education about the traditional clothing, and often times the wearing and 
purchasing of the clothing. Certainly those practices lead to a deeper understanding and higher 
appreciation of the value of such costumes (Dembosky 2005:12). Ifwe are able to get people to 
appreciate the indigenous culture, respect for it will naturally follow. These language schools 
need to be utilized as the major resource they are and the bounty of possibilities they possess. 
"This must be a global effort," explains Ortiz. "The human development of Guatemala is a 
challenge of all" (Center of Regional Investigations ofMeso-America 2004:12). 
Modernism & Post-Modernism. According to Thomas Oldenski, author of Liberation 
Theology and Critical Pedagogy in Today's Schools, effective education must contain both 
modem and post-modem qualities. Education rooted in modernism reflects the ideals of a 
democratic society, which include freedom, equity and justice, and the notion of the individual 
bringing about social change. A classroom rooted in modernism should emphasize an exchange 
of knowledge and culture through reason and science, which are two major sources of power 
(Oldenski 1997:8). This however, is not enough. Education geared towards liberation should also 
reflect post-modem qualities as well. This means that education should also foster higher levels 
of understanding through the history of the oppressed population. This model celebrates diversity 
and plurality (Oldenski 1997:9). These aspects should be incorporated into predominantly non-
indigenous schools to allow for enlightenment of the entire population. 
By combining modem and post-modem models of pedagogy in all Guatemalan schools, 
as suggested by Oldenski, with bilingual schooling options for the indigenous population, along 
with the efforts made by language schools for tourists, a significant step will be made towards 




Despite the vast wealth of evidence indicating low levels of education with implications 
of poverty that appear to lead to a logical explanation for the continuation of discrimination in 
Guatemala, there are still cases based on simple differences and fear. In general, an indigenous 
person has less of a chance at a job against a non-indigenous person, even a person with less 
experience and less education (Dembosky 2005:11). In addition, the National Referendum in 
1999 voted against a constitutional reform formally giving rights to indigenous people. Even 
more discouraging is the fact that only 18% ofregistered voters actually voted (Noble 2004:30). 
The United Nations Representative for indigenous people stated in 2002, that 60% of 
Guatemalan Mayans are still marginalized by discrimination and violence (Noble 2004:31 ). In 
2003, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights stated that laws discriminating against 
women have yet to be repealed (Noble 2004:38). 
Sadly, these instances have come after the signing of the Peace Accords, which seek, "A 
Guatemala that recognizes its multiethnic character, multicultural and multilingual; that have 
surpassed the poverty, discrimination and political and social marginalization, from the 
participation of all the sectors in the search of solutions" (qtd. in Center of Regional 
Investigations ofMeso-Arnerica 2004:14). Originally thought to have been a significant step 
towards equality within Guatemala by formally ending the civil war and acknowledging the 
discrimination against the Mayan population (O'Kane 1999:39), Ortiz pointed out that they are 
only accords, they can be broken. The Accords agreed to improve the rights of women and 
indigenous persons, health care and education, and supported accountability of human rights 
violations that had occurred throughout the war (Noble 2004: 18). Although the negotiations 
between the Guatemalan government, the rebel forces, and business leaders took a considerable 
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amount of time, with heavy international pressure, the final accord for a "Firm and Lasting 
Peace'', was signed on December 29th, 1996 (Recovery of Historical Memory Project 1999:284). 
This accord brought "hope that a just, humane and democratic society might finally arise from 
the ashes of the civil war nightmare" (Noble 2004:18). 
Although Guatemala remains corrupt after the signing of the Peace Accords, there are 
still, and increasingly more often, glimmers of hope for this country. Both Pascuala and Telma 
admitted to a better standard ofliving already for their own children, "it is much better," 
explained Telma. Already a larger influx of indigenous Guatemalans is observable in the 
Catholic clergy (O'Kane 1999:61). Another major progressive step was made in 1990, before the 
signing of the Peace Accords, when the Academy of Mayan Languages was legally recognized 
by the Guatemalan congress (O'Kane 1999:71). Then, in 1994, UN presence was established in 
order to more closely observe human rights issues within the nation (O'Kane 1999:39). The 
volume of individual discrimination cases being won by indigenous persons is also on the rise. In 
1999, Claudia Tux Tum, age 17, and Virginia Guadalupe, age 22, challenged their school's dress 
code policy, and won their case that following April (Dembosky 2005:12). On April 5th, 2005, 
another landmark case was settled. During a trial in the Constitutional Court, 5 members of the 
Guatemalan Republican Front party (FRG), made racial slurs to Rigoberta Menchu. One reported 
comment was, "Go back to the market and sell tomatoes you Indian." Each of the offenders was 
sentenced to three years and two months in prison. "Today we experienced something great that 
we can tell our children, that nobody should discriminate against anybody else just because they 
speak another language or come from another part of the country," rejoiced Menchu 
(Guatemalan Human Rights Commission/USA 2005). Ortiz also expressed hope for the future. 
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He now warns people to be careful ifhe hears them make a discriminatory comment. Ortiz feels 
this is a sign of change occurring (Ortiz). 
It appears that with each progressive step, there is a larger corrupt step back. The history 
of peace and justice, and corruption and war in this country is a confusing web, where the 
general direction of progress is often impossible to discern. However, through my short time 
with the people, and every article and story read, I, and I believe many others, remain optimistic 
about Guatemala's future course. There is much work to be done, and it will take a long time, but 
thanks to people like Rigoberta Menchu, and Claudia Tux Tum, combined with international 
attention, Guatemala is on its way towards equality. 
Clearly women are suffering the majority of discrimination currently in Guatemala. To 
many, the traditional dress is seen as an immediate indicator oflack of knowledge and 
inferiority. However, to the woman wearing the dress, it represents tradition and respect for her 
heritage. Unfortunately, this racist mentality has been fostered over the course of more than 500 
years. Taking cue from the order the Spanish set up during colonial times, military corruption 
continued to promote a hostile atmosphere. Stereotypes of indigenous persons were the means of 
justifying gross injustices committed during the civil war, with wide disparities as a result that 
still serve as a reminder of the unjust society indigenous Guatemalans must learn to live in. 
Higher education standards for all, including acceptance of new alternative forms of schooling, 
provide hope to a newly formed road to liberation. Regrettably, the education system in 
Guatemala was not spared the oppressive influences of the Spanish. Therefore, much to do with 
education in Guatemala was created with the intent of not actually educating the indigenous 
population or educating anyone about them. 
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Look again at the postcard of 
Chichicastenango. Now the pictures 
speak thousands of words. Not only do 
descriptive words, easily depicted come 
C H ICHI CA STE N A N GO 
Picture 1: Postcard ofChichicastenango. Photo by Marino 
Cattelan. Xibalba Publications, Guatemala 
to mind, and not only do pleasant 
emotions invade our thoughts. Looking 
again conveys thoughts of struggle, pity, 
awe, and an anger stemming from 
injustice; a desire to fight for these 
people. Why? The history and culture of those in the pictures have been conveyed. You have 
been enlightened, and that is the same effect that we should strive towards for all of Guatemala, 
especially those in power. It is time that a new postcard is developed for Guatemala; one that 
speaks of equality and democracy, but most importantly, one that conveys the truth. Not only 
should indigenous women be portrayed in the market, but women in their dress should be seen in 
the classroom and in the office, and in front of their shanty towns and in their fields. Guatemala 
should remain filled with pride over the heritage and rich culture of its Mayan populations, but it 
should hold itself accountable for the way the nation has treated that population. If Guatemala 
continues to portray its indigenous population as beautiful while treating it without value, the 
much needed attention from the global community will remain on other issues. It is only when 
the discrepancies are revealed that real work towards equality can begin. 
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